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Postediting of machine translation output constitutes a time and resourcesaving technique to
produce a translated text. Although postediting begins to be more frequently used, little research
attention has been directed to establish whether readers of postedited text process it as effectively
as they would the one translated from scratch. As such, studies conducted recently (e.g. Sekino
2015) concentrate on measuring cognitive effort put into the process of postediting vs. translating a
source text. They showed that more cognitive effort is associated with postediting than with
translating texts. Additionally, based on eyetracking data, translation process research (Carl 2013)
found that the process of postediting is different than that of translation. However, any effect that
postedited or translated target text might have on text comprehension has not been particularly
investigated, except for studies focusing on target text quality evaluation (e.g. Fiederer and O’Brien
2009).
The present study attempts to establish whether the type of translated text (postedited machine
translation output vs. translated from scratch) facilitates or hinders comprehension. To answer this
question we conducted a selfpaced reading task with 73 participants. We recorded reaction times to
reading sentences in three conditions (translated, postedited and matched filler sentences as a
baseline) and accuracy rates to comprehension questions. Reaction times were analysed with a
repeatedmeasures ANOVA. Accuracy was compared with a ttest.
Data analysis shows that cognitive effort put into the processing of two types of text and the
comprehension of the global sense are very similar across conditions. The results may indicate that
postedited text may convey ideas contained in the source as effectively as text properly translated
from scratch does. The study opens the floor for a discussion whether the involvement of machine
translation in the process of obtaining a final translation product influences the reception of the
translated text. Specifically, it tries to answer the question whether postediting may be used
without the cost in the comprehension of target message.
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